
A promise you 
can keep.
Forever.

Legacy

A simple inspiring gift – 
modest or large – in your 
will could change the 
lives of families facing 
homelessness. 



Your legacy of loving homes

Once you’ve taken care of 

family and friends in your 

will, you can leave a truly 

memorable and inspiring 

legacy – a modest or large 

gift – that will keep on 

giving and changing lives of 

generations of vulnerable 

families and individuals facing 

homelessness.

Find out in the following pages why so many Irish 
people – with years of living still to do – are now 
planning to give well beyond their lifetime. And 
how, inspired by the vision and passion of Sr. 
Stan, our founder, many people are choosing to 
leave a loving gift in their will to support people 
who are homeless to find refuge, security and a 
place they can call home.



St Stan vision -
a loving legacy

The simple promise of a gift in your will can be the most 
meaningful, emotional and impactful way of supporting 
the life changing work Sr. Stanislaus Kennedy has 
inspired.

Focus Ireland was founded by Sr. Stanislaus Kennedy 
over 30 years ago during a recession. A time when there 
was huge need and very little support for people facing 
homelessness. Over the decades, she became one of 
the most public and popular faces in the fight against 
homelessness. That same passion, sense of injustice and 
set of values drives the work of Focus Ireland today.
 
And now we’re facing a new extraordinary level of need 
as homelessness rises, as new categories of people and 
families become homeless, as working families lose their 
homes. Our services and supports are spread across 
Ireland and are needed now more than ever.
 
Focus Ireland has been extremely fortunate in the last 
number of years to receive a number of gifts carefully left 
by amazing people in their wills. We have also received 
pledges – a promise from someone still living life to the 
full – that they will leave a gift.
 
All of these gifts – from the smallest to the largest, from 
a tiny single cash gift to an entire estate – are gratefully 
received by us as being equal in generosity. These gifts 
are so important in ensuring our vital work continues.
 
A promise of a gift in your will – whatever you can 
afford – is generosity and vision at their most powerful. 
It is a lovely and loving act that strengthens life and 
shapes memory. It inspires change in the present. And it 
transforms real lives in the future. It costs nothing during 
life but is priceless after it.

Your legacy - 
saving family home

Imagine the power of making a gift in your will to help someone who is 
homeless or to rescue a family on the brink of losing their home? 

After all, home is so fundamental to life.
And to end-of-life. 
It’s where we start our journey. 
It’s where we shape our values and personality.  
And it’s where we all want to be at the end – in the embrace of our loved 
ones. 

So, imagine a family having to face the terror of losing the very foundation 
that holds their lives together? Their family home. 

The physical structure that gives us all our personal sense of place. 
The bedroom that keeps the children warm and safe. 
The kitchen that sustains body and soul. 
The living room where everyone gathers. 
The garden where play and growth thrive. 
The front door that opens to neighbourhood, work and new horizons. 
And closes to keep out danger, cold and fear. 

Now imagine being able to save vulnerable people and struggling 
families from losing their home. And imagine being able to continue 
doing that long after your own lifetime. Can you think of a more 
significant and life-changing gift?



Focus Ireland is challenging homelessness 
and changing lives – every day.

Generosity lives beyond life. 
People give throughout their lives in many ways and simply want to 
continue that practice of generosity beyond their lifetime.

Caring people want to continue to make a difference. 
People who care for, and about, others right now also want the 
world to be a better place after they’re gone.

 Caring brings reassurance. 
Many people find personal and, for some, even spiritual reassurance, 
peace of mind and happiness in the knowledge that they can 
continue to do good for decades into the future.

You can shape your own wonderful personal legacy. 
People want to be appropriately remembered for making a 
significant difference not just in life but after they’re gone. We see 
everyday how close homelessness is to Irish people’s hearts – one of 
the country’s most emotional and moving causes.

To forge a sacred contract between the generations. 
Some people feel strongly that they can help nurture a kind of 
‘sacred contract between the generations’ – to continue beyond their 
passing to be a role model; to encourage others to care; to continue 
Sr. Stan’s legacy – striving for fairness for those less fortunate.
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Why leave a gift in your will?

Homelessness in Ireland

•  There are currently nearly 8,000 people 
homeless.

• 1 in every 3 is a child.
•  Children under 4 are now the largest group in 

homelessness.
•  The number of families being made homeless 

is rising by over 50% a year.
•  Between 2 and 3 families a day are being 

forced from their homes. 

How your support can change lives
•   Help over 13,500 people at risk of 

homelessness.
•  Offer safe haven to 1,200 people
 in our Night Shelter
•  Provide over 40,000 nourishing meals.
•  Provide 820 long-term and temporary homes 

to people in need.
• Save 1 family a day from homelessness.



Talk to your solicitor about leaving a gift in your 
will – or changing your will if you’ve already 
made one.

It’s so easy to leave a gift in your will

4 simple ways to leave your legacy gift in your will

1  Make a gift of a specific sum (pecuniary) - Remember, any 
amount - whatever you can afford after family and friends are 
taken care of is priceless in the battle to fight homelessness.

  “I give the sum of €_______ to Focus Ireland and I direct that the 
Treasurer or other proper officer for the time being of the said 
Organisation shall be proper and sufficient discharge for the 
same.”

2  Leave part of your estate (residuary) - This is a share of your 
estate that hasn’t been promised to family or friends. These kinds 
of gifts are enormously valuable in supporting our work.

  “I give to Focus Ireland a fraction [insert fraction] of the residue 
of my estate, and I direct that the receipt of the Treasurer or other 
officer for the time being of the said Organisation shall be a full 
and sufficient discharge of the same.”

3  Donate a particular gift or item (specific) - This is where you 
generously select a specific item of value like stocks, shares, 
jewellery, property, the proceeds of a life assurance policy or 
other valuable items.

  “I bequeath [the item specified] to Focus Ireland and I direct that 
the Treasurer or other proper officer for the time being of the 
said Organisation shall be proper and sufficient discharge for the 
same.”

4  An addition to a will (codicil) - If you have already written a will 
but decide you would like to leave a gift for Focus Ireland in your 
will you can ask a solicitor to a add a codicil, or an addition to 
your original will. A codicil is simple to add and is signed in the 
same way as your original will, with a witness present and will 
be added to a permanent part of your will. A sample codicil form 
has been provided in this information packet and is also on our 
website.



Making your intentions known

Thousands of Irish people are making gifts in their wills 
to charity. Once they’ve made sure their own loved 
ones are taken care of, they’re then changing the lives 
of countless others – people they don’t even know and 
will never meet.
 
Will you consider making a pledge to leave a precious 
gift – of any size – in your will to help us combat 
homelessness? Remember, making a pledge to leave 
a gift in your will doesn’t commit you to having to do 
anything. It’s simply a statement of your desire to help. 
It allows us to provide you with helpful information and 
to thank you for thinking of people who are homeless. 
It means we can invite you to very special events and 
keep you updated on important campaigns. You can 
change your mind at any time in the future.

If you would like to receive a pledge form please 
contact our Legacy Coordinator Jennifer Douglas on 
01 881 5954 or email jennifer.douglas@focusireland.ie 
Thank you so much for considering us.

“ I do what I can for a couple of charities now. But 
I love the idea that I can continue to do that after 
I pass – which I hope won’t be for a long time yet. 
That’s why I’m pledging to Focus Ireland that I’ll 
leave them an affordable sum in my will. I suppose 
that when I eventually do move on, I see it as a kind 
of ‘going home’. So it’s all the more appropriate that 
I can help the most vulnerable people, families and 
children ‘go home’ too.” 
 
Maureen Devany,  
Focus Ireland supporter.

A loving
legacy



“ I was someone who needed help over two 
decades ago. All the problems just hit at the 
same time. Suddenly – I was in total shock 
– my two kids and me had nowhere to go. I 
had never thought I’d be someone without 
a home. Focus Ireland was there for us. 
The right place, the right people, the right 
time. I’ll never forget what they did. They 
saved our lives. Today my son is in college 
and my daughter is working. That’s why I’m 
determined to leave something in my will for 
future generations like me.”

   Gina O Brien, Focus Ireland Customer.

Feel free to contact us if you have any 
additional questions or want to request an 
information pack. We would be delighted to 
assist you on this journey in any way we can.

Jennifer Douglas
Legacy Coordinator
Ph 01 881 5954
jennifer.douglas@focusireland.ie


